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Our services
Brand & visual identity
Copywriting & content
Digital marketing
Events strategy & communication  
Film & video
Graphic design & illustration  
Physical spaces

Locations
Madrid, Spain
Alfonso XII, 62, Planta 2
28014 · Madrid
+34 91 826 50 30

Brighton, UK
Mocatta House, Trafalgar Place  
Brighton · BN1 4DU
+44 (0)771 994 6706

Clients
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Amadeus
Creative  
development for top  
airline industry event:  
Airline Executive  
Summit 2018
More than 300 executives across  
93 airlines joined together at the  
annual Airline Executive Summit  
to share knowledge and create  
global learning spaces. We  
worked with Amadeus to develop  
the event tagline raise awareness  
through a ‘Save the Date’ banner.  
For the event itself, we created  
an inspirational opening video  
composed of interview footage  
we filmed the previous day and
a series of graphic animations  
to introduce each speaker. The  
event recieved a record number
of attendees and was considered  
a great success.

Copywriting & content //
Digital marketing //
Events strategy & communication //
Film & video //
Graphic design & illustration //
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Croatia
The Mediterranean  
as it once was
Visual identity development  
and advertising campaign  
content to grow the  
recognition of Croatia as
a holiday destination in  
the Spanish market. The
campaign produced a huge  
increase (+140%) of visitors  
from Spain.

Brand & visual identity //  
Copywriting & content //  
Graphic design & illustration //
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“DMA have supported with a number of key projects  
during 2017/2018; their fast turnaround and can-do  
attitude is much appreciated. Taking complex messages  
and presenting them in a clear, simple and creative way  
has been well received by our B2B audience.”

Katie Hungerford,
Senior B2B Marketing Manager, Simplyhealth

Simplyhealth
Insights Hub:  
People first!
The Insights Hub is a great  
initiative by Simplyhealth  
to use real-life cases &  
expert insights to show  
employers that wellbeing is  
no longer a ‘nice to have’  
but a necessity. We helped  
them to develop a visual  
identity through workplace  
images & a new bolder  
colour palette, resulting
in bright, easy-to-read  
documentation.

Brand & visual identity //
Copywriting & content //
Digital marketing //
Graphic design & illustration //
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Catai
Brand Evolution  
within the Luxury  
Travel Market
Re-invigoration of brand  
and visual identity of  
market-leading Tour  
Operator in Spain to  
build on their strong  
heritage and positioning  
as travel experts.

Brand & visual identity //
Events strategy & communication //
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Tree Shepherd
Supporting  
communities from  
the roots
Raising awareness of the  
NFP organisation in order  
to reach a wider audience  
and teach business skills to
community members across  
London. We developed their  
brand identity in the form of  
a creative and informative  
annual report. The report  
has boosted awareness to  
important investors.

Brand & visual identity //  
Copywriting & content //  
Graphic design & illustration //

“It is extremely refreshing to be in the hands of such  
an intuitive and forward thinking design company.
DMA have helped us enormously to build our  
brand and it’s just so helpful to have designers who  
respond with design solutions so quickly.”

Lydia Gardner,
Regional Enterprise Manager, Tree Shepherd
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Smiths Group PLC
A hands-on  
approach to  
safety
Informative and creative  
design for Smiths Group  
hand safety campaign,  
specifically targeting
on-the-shop-floor  
employees without access  
to the internet. Production  
of posters effectively  
conveyed key messages  
to the target audience,  
most importantly  
promoting safety.

Brand & visual identity //
Copywriting & content //
Digital marketing //
Graphic design & illustration //
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ONO/Vodafone
It´s a love thing
Creative thinking  
and design for major
communication project  
at new corporate ONO  
HQ, Madrid. ONO went  
from the new kid on the  
block to being installed in  
over 2 million households,  
eventually becoming  
acquired by Vodafone.

Brand & visual identity //
Copywriting & content //
Digital marketing //
Events strategy & communication //
Film & video //
Graphic design & illustration //
Physical spaces //
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Let´s talk...

Madrid +34 91 076 70 22
Brighton +44 (0)771 994 6706

twitter.com/DMA_Partners  

instagram.com/dmapartners/

hello@dma-partners.com


